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PUNE, MAHARASTRA, INDIA, November 9, 2019 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Rock Hammers Market:

Executive Summary

A rock hammer, often called a geologist’s hammer, is a hammer that is used to break rocks. The
rock hammer is often used for determining the composition, bedding orientation, nature,
minerology, as well as the strength of the rock. Geologists use the rock hammer to obtain a fresh
cut of the rock and begin the study of the piece. As with most other hammers, a rock hammer
consists of two sides. A flat, rounded side is used for striking the rock in order to split it.
Whereas, the pick-end side of the hammer uses a pointy end for maximum impact on harder
rocks. A chisel-end type of hammer is another variant that is used primarily for vegetation
purposes.

The rock hammer is used for several different purposes, across a range of industries. A rock
hammer can come in handy in the fields of metallurgy, mining, construction, chemical industry,
water conservancy, as well as railway departments. Based on its type, the use of the rock
hammer varies across its fields of use.
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Across the globe, the rock hammer industry is influenced by the need for the product, as well as
apparent consumption, import, and export. Rock hammers, due to their demand in a range of
industries, remains one product that has a steady market growth. Considering the increase in
the latest developing technologies, the rock hammer needs to secure a place for itself to see a
continual rise in usage.

Market key player

INDECO, Atlas Copco, Chicago Pneumatic, Comet Breaker, Arrowhead, Caterpillar, STELCO, ACE
Pneumatics, Rockeater, Allied, Bobcat(Erskine Attachments), Contech, ESCO, JCB, Kent, Furukawa,
Stanley, Tramac, Rammer, Toku, Soosan, Taylor Pneumatic Tool

Segmentation:

The rock hammer industry relies on advancements with regards to the capabilities of the
instrument. For the product to sustain itself, it needs to be re-invented, providing more scope for
usage across various fields.

Based on their type, rock hammer market are segmented into Hydraulic Hammers and
Pneumatic Hammers. A hydraulic hammer is powered by an auxiliary system that enables the
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hammer to crush and break even the hardest of rocks. A pneumatic hammer on the other hand
uses electricity to apply pressure as well as carry out certain functions like – setting nails, setting
rivets, or even using a chisel end to break up rocks.

Based on their application, the rock hammer can be segmented as being used in the mining
industry, construction industry, and others.

Regional Overview:

The production and consumption of rock hammers is based on the different industries that
require their usage. Regions that undertake more infrastructure and building initiatives see a
greater usage of rock hammers.

North America and Europe are key regions where the rock hammer market can flourish, due to
the need and acquisition of the right tools for advanced infrastructure requirements.

China, Japan, Southeast Asia, and India are in the forefront of developing more infrastructure
and are significant players in the growth of the rock hammer market.

Industry News:

Earlier, there existed a shortage in operation regulations which made sales volumes for hydraulic
rock breakers more oriented towards quarry owners and demolition service providers. Now, the
business has expanded, and manufacturers and distributors are capable of retaining market
presence increasing productivity and decreasing the owning and operating costs. Such
development has enabled a positive market development.

Continuous…
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